
Brexit adds to a long list of global economic 
concerns; Yields head lower, again; Equities 
up, mainly because Sterling was down;  
UK property takes one on the chin
Well, what happened there? Not quite what markets expected, at least. 

Certainly, the aftermath of the Brexit vote was reminiscent of the scene 

from the 1969 film “The Italian Job” where robbers destroy a truck 

completely when only meant to blow open the doors – as gang leader 

Michael Caine exclaimed, “You were only supposed to blow the b….y 

doors off!”. The feeling of surprise was palpable, not least amongst 

Brexiteers in chief. We knew you were serious, but really, that serious?

For the foreseeable future, more uncertainty – in politics, economic and 

markets – is now more likely. Just how and on what terms will the UK 

extricate itself from its 43-year European entanglement? Divorcing one 

partner is stressful; parting with 27 simultaneously calls for serious and 

wise counselling.

Reaction further afield

The Eurozone excepted, reaction to Brexit further afield has been 

fairly muted with nothing like, for example, the convulsions that 

accompanied Lehman’s demise. Perhaps investors see authorities and 

financial institutions as better prepared – the latter are certainly better 

capitalised. But, Brexit does reinforce the downbeat feeling of a world 

still facing significant economic and financial difficulties, played out in 

an increasingly febrile political atmosphere.

In the US, the presidential race is between two contenders with 

rather lukewarm views on global trade, while the EU faces elections in 

Germany, France and the Netherlands (constituting 40% of EU GDP), 

each of which has seen the rapid rise of parties questioning the EU’s 

raison d’être. Of more immediate concern is Italy, a country with no 

growth, massive public debts, huge levels of bad (private sector) debt, 

and a shaky banking sector in desperate need of a bailout. Oh and let’s 

not forget a vital Italian referendum on constitutional reform which the 

government may well lose.

Brexit is only the latest addition to an already long list of global 

economic concerns – stuttering growth, low productivity, China’s rising 

private debt. No wonder most Central Banks are again promising to pull 

out all the stops ...read more
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Well, what happened there?

Continue reading... request a copy of the  
in-depth LCP investment update here

Divorcing one partner is stressful; parting 
with 27 simultaneously as the UK must do 
calls for serious and wise counselling. 

Following the Referendum outcome the IMF slashed its 2016 and 2017 
UK growth forecasts from 1.9% and 2.2% to 1.7% and 1.3%. Its equivalent 
Eurozone figures fell more modestly, from 1.7% for each of those years 
to 1.6% and 1.4%, respectively. The chart provides a broader perspective, 
summarising the views of 23 leading economists.

UK and Eurozone Growth Forecasts

Source: Consensus Economics
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At a glance

Market commentary

BOND PERFORMANCE
 � Another bout of market jitters (Brexit-induced), another flight to 
safety

 � UK gilt yields briefly joined the now not very exclusive “negative 
yields” club – dipping into negative territory on 30 June

 � This serves as a reminder that 0% is not a downside limit in the 
current market environment – with further monetary easing on the 
cards, the zero threshold could well be breached again

BACKGROUND 

 � Immediate market reaction to the surprise Brexit news saw Sterling 
plummet against all major currencies, gilt yields fall and equity 
markets tumble. In the case of the FTSE 100, the fall was short-lived, 
as investors took account of the expected boost to those companies’ 
sizeable overseas earnings from Sterling’s depreciation. 

 � While FTSE 250 (the 250 next largest companies), which provides a 
better barometer of the UK’s domestic economic health, has not fared 
so well, it has still performed creditably in the face of one almighty 
shock.

 � UK growth slowed towards quarter end, with many no doubt sitting 
on their hands awaiting the Referendum outturn. While NIESR’s initial 
estimate of GDP growth over Q2 2016 was fairly robust, at 0.6%, this 
is thought to have been driven largely by a strong April. 

 � Of all the major developed economies, the US appears to be on the 
most stable footing. Jobs data for June was far better than expected, 
and growth forecasts remain relatively robust – despite some 
concerns over business investment. However, the strength of the 

US Dollar and what looks like it may be a dirty presidential election 
campaign will test investors’ nerve.

 � Japan’s battle against deflation continues, made harder by the influx 
of investors seeking the post-Brexit safe haven of an appreciating 
Yen. The IMF acts as chief cheerleader in calling for more Abenomics 
(fiscal stimulus, monetary easing and structural reforms). 

 � Elsewhere, emerging markets were largely sheltered from the UK’s 
and Europe’s travails, boosted by generally stronger commodity 
prices and investors’ “hunt for yield”. Thankfully, it was a quiet quarter 
for China (certainly by recent standards) at least on the investment 
front. 

EQUITY PERFORMANCE 
 � For unhedged UK investors, equity market returns were generally 
very healthy

 � But it remains a challenging environment – slow growth, falling 
earnings, political tension. Cheap money is the market’s buoyancy 
aid

 � We continue to recommend strategies not wholly reliant on “the 
market”

ALTERNATIVE ASSET PERFORMANCE 
 � UK property took one where it hurts from the heavy hitter Brexit 

 � But for the longer term investor, an asset with a contractually 
based rising income stream has clear attractions

 � Diversified growth funds experienced a mixed quarter – the more 
cautious, bond-focussed managers were best rewarded

More countries than ever before are now 
offering negative yields on their government 
debt – the UK had a brief taster of this 
prospect during the quarter 
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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At a glance

Macroeconomic outlook
GROWTH ASSET VIEWS
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The global 
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Government bond yields 

 � German and Japanese yields 
are at or near their lowest 
historic levels

 � UK yields are historically 
low but could still fall further 
towards German and Japanese 
levels

 � Japanese 10 year government 
bond yields remain in negative 
territory

Interest rate expectations 

 � Expectations of UK base rates 
for the next 1-5 years have 
fallen further

 � UK base rate rises have been 
increasingly pushed back

 � Markets expect UK base rates 
to be cut in 2016

Comparing swap and gilt yields

 � At record low yields on both swaps and gilts, clients should consider 
carefully the timing of hedging implementation programmes

 � Where appropriate, we recommend that clients consider an LDI 
approach that can dynamically switch from one hedging asset to 
another, selecting from a range of different hedging instruments 
including swaps and gilts

 � Despite the recent volatility, we believe that clients should add 
hedging to move towards their long-term strategic hedging targets

HEDGING ASSET VIEWS 

*New asset class added Q2 2016
Unless otherwise stated, all non-Sterling denominated assets are assessed on an 
unhedged currency basis.
Rankings of asset classes represent LCP’s views of their attractiveness over a 
medium-term timeframe (2 to 3 years) informed by our economic scenarios for the 
next 12-18 months. They do not take account of scheme-specific circumstances. The 
order within each group is alphabetical. 
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ECONOMIC SCENARIOS

The “Leave” vote is a setback for  
UK property
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LCP Spotlight can shine 
a light on any asset, any 
manager, any time period

Ask us for a demo
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BREXIT – IMPACT ON PENSIONS LAW AND 
REGULATION

While the most visible effects of Brexit to date has 
been in the markets and in the economy, what 
of its potential legislative impact on pensions 
schemes? How will current legislation, pending 
legislation and future legislation be affected? 
Much will depend on the final form of the UK’s 

relationship with the EU (with a closer trading relationship likely to 
mean less scope to move away from EU laws). 

Once Article 50 is invoked, triggering the start of formal EU exit 
negotiations, there will be a period of up to two years to agree the terms 
of the UK’s departure.  

 � It seems unlikely that there will be any immediate material change to 
existing UK pension legislation directly as a result of the Brexit vote. 
UK legislators have bigger fish to fry

 � The adoption of IORP II into UK law looks likely – trustees and 
companies should plan accordingly

 � Further guidance is awaited on the reclamation of VAT on 
administration and investment management fees – how might the 
Referendum vote have affected HMRC’s thinking on the matter?

 � Avoiding future compliance with EU-mandated insurance-type 
solvency requirements may be one small Brexit-related mercy 
afforded UK pension schemes – possibly ...read more 

BRITISH STEEL – THE THIN END OF THE WEDGE?

The British Steel Pension Scheme is one of the 
largest defined benefit schemes in the UK, with 
130,000 members and assets of £15bn. Facing 
unfavourable supply / demand dynamics, and 
with a relatively high cost base, the Scheme’s 
sponsor Tata Steel (UK) has struggled. The 
Sompany has been put up for sale by parent Tata 

but the pension scheme deficit is turning out to be a major hurdle in 
finding a potential buyer. 

 � The Government is considering allowing BSPS to reduce member 
benefits, without consent, by moving from RPI to CPI indexation, with 
the aim of keeping the Scheme out of the Pension Protection Fund 
and making the Scheme’s sponsor, Tata Steel (UK) more attractive to 
its parent or potential buyer

 � The very special circumstances of the Scheme and its sponsor are 
cited as justification for the proposals

 � With many schemes struggling to meet their obligations and the 
sympathetic tones of at least one influential pensions legislator, 
expect developments

 � If the changes are pushed through due to the Scheme’s special 
position, then why should it stop there? After all, we all think we’re a 
bit special, don’t we?

 � What will this mean for the index-linked gilt market?...read more

If the changes are approved and are also granted in time to other 
schemes, then there may well be consequences for supply and demand 
in the index-linked gilt market. 

CHANGES TO THE FSCS

Changes made to the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) eligibility criteria 
improve the position for some occupational DC 
pension scheme members.

This is a significant change. Trustees looking after 
DC benefits can now claim up to £50,000 per non-pensioner member 
in respect of the failings of an authorised firm in cases of bad advice, 
fraud and negligent investment management. 

 � Occupational DC pension members of schemes sponsored by “large 
employers” will benefit in future from changes in the FSCS’s eligibility 
criteria for its investment sub-section

 � Individual non-pensioner members could receive up to £50,000 for a 
valid claim ...read more 
 
 
 

THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF LGPS

In autumn 2015, then-Chancellor George 
Osborne announced plans to pool the assets of 89 
local government pension schemes (LGPSs) into 
six “British wealth funds” each containing at least 
£25bn worth of assets. 

The plan reflected several aims: a desire to deliver more effective 
diversification of manager risk; better value for money; more 
effective governance; and, easier access to infrastructure investment 
opportunities.

The government has long taken the view that investing in UK 
infrastructure is a good idea, as long as it is done using OPM (other 
people’s money). While the consolidation of the LGPS market offers 
some real potential benefits, it is not clear that the proposed post-
restructuring uptick in infrastructure is necessarily one of them.  

 � Pooling of LGPS assets into “British wealth funds” each with target 
assets of approximately £25bn continues to progress

 � Creating larger asset pools will, it is anticipated, generate significant 
costs savings in the long run, as well as improve diversification and 
governance

 � The government also hopes it will help fulfil another objective, namely 
increased investment in infrastructure using OPM (other people’s 
money) ...read more

At a glance

Topical investment issues
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THE UK’S NEW PRIME MINISTER PROPOSES 
GOVERNANCE CHANGES

At a glance

Environmental, social and governance issues

 � The current company voting season has echoes of 2012‘s 
“Shareholder Spring” when investors voted in large numbers against 
executive pay deals

 � Investors are up in arms – with BP, Weir Group and WPP all in their 
sights

 � If Theresa May is true to her word on corporate governance, it really 
could be different at least next, rather than this, time 

BP - During a year in which BP reported record losses, cut thousands of 
jobs and froze its employees’ pay, the majority of shareholders rejected 
chief executive Bob Dudley’s 20% pay increase; Shareholders accused 
executives of living in a parallel universe of privilege 

ExxonMobil (US) - At its recent AGM, ExxonMobil faced a sizeable 
(38%) shareholder revolt on its refusal to report on the resilience of its 
business model to climate change; In refusing to disclose, one wonders 
if the company is burying its head in the sand. Let’s hope it’s tar free 

Weir Group (UK) - A staggering 72% of investors voted against 
proposed non-performance based remuneration measures at the 
company’s annual general meeting in April; Given the size of the 
protest, Weir later confirmed that the pay policy would not proceed 

WPP plc (UK) - Around 33% of investors opposed CEO Martin Sorrell’s 
pay report at its AGM in June; Sorrell’s 2015 package was one of the 
biggest in UK corporate history (some of his other recent awards have 
fallen into that category as well) ...read more

CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT – FIRST QUARTER 2016

 � On 11 July, in a hard hitting speech, Home Secretary and Prime 
Ministerial candidate Theresa May outlined a series of wide-ranging 
proposals aimed at tackling corporate excess, employee board 
representation, tighter controls on executive pay and takeover 
protections for strategically important companies

 � Later the same day, as Prime Minister elect, following the withdrawal 
of her only rival Andrea Leadsom, she would have realised she might 
have to actually do something about it ...read more

LCP INVESTING RESPONSIBLY

Environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) issues are 

relevant to all investors, not just those with an ethical focus. Our 

Investing Responsibly magazine caters for our clients’ growing 

interest in this area. 

It covers a diverse range of topics from identifying your investment 

beliefs to selecting fund managers to exercising oversight of your 

investments. A common theme is that focusing on long-term 

sustainable returns may deliver better financial outcomes. It is 

increasingly seen as best practice for DB pension schemes, DC 

pension arrangements and charity endowments.
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esThere is an irrational, unhealthy and growing 
gap between what companies pay their 
workers and what they pay their bosses. 
Theresa May (Home Secretary, then Prime  
Minister-elect later that day)

 � Strategic takeover protections 
for important companies / 
industries (eg pharmaceuticals)

 � Better governance and diversity 
through worker and possibly 
consumer representatives on 
company boards

 � Binding annual shareholder 
votes on executive pay and 
publication of pay ratios 
(between the CEO and the 
average worker) 

Theresa May’s proposals to reform corporate 
governance

GET LCP INVESTING  
RESPONSIBLY HERE
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Contact us to discuss the work we 
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Continue reading... request a copy of the 
in-depth LCP investment update here

Share our insights and  
opinions on our blog LCP View 
www.lcp.uk.com/blog

Watch and listen to our 
comments on topical issues
www.lcp.uk.com/video

Follow our LinkedIn page
www.linkedin.com/company/ 
lane-clark-&-peacock-llp 

Join us at our next  
investment event
www.lcp.uk.com/events
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